
A NOTE ON BERNOULLI AND EULER NUMBERS
OF ORDER ±p

L. CARLITZ

1. Introduction. The Bernoulli numbers of order k may be defined

by [6, p. 143]

(1.1) (-^)k=±^B? (Bm = B?).
\ex - 1/       „_o ml

For k = p, put

(1.2) AT = (-1)T(^ ~ l\ßlP) (OSrSi-Di

then as is well known

(x + l)(x + 2) ■ ■ ■ (x + p - 1) = x*-1 + Aix?-2 +■■■ + Ar-i.

Glaisher [4, p. 325] has established the congruences

1
Air = — — pBir (mod p2),

2r
(1.3)

A2r+i =-p2B2r (mod p*)

for l£r£(p—3)/2, p prime >3. On the other hand the writer [l]

has proved that

(1.4) Bppy = p/2 (mod /)

and indeed [2] the more precise result

(1.5) BT =.-p\p- l)!/2 (mod/).

Now for k= —p, Nielsen [5, p. 338] has proved that

B2r     = — pB2r (mod p ),
2r

(1.6)
(_p)      2r + 1   i 8

^2r+i  = —;-p B2r (mod p ),
4r

where lúrú(p-3)/2.
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In the next place we define the numbers C„   by means of  [6,

p. 143]

Cl*}   xm

2m    ml\e* + 1/      ,To

so that the C*' are closely related to the Euler numbers of order k.

Corresponding to (1.3) and (1.6) we have, for k = p,

C2r = pC2r-i (modp),

Clrlx - - (2r + l)pSC2r-i (mod p\

where now rfel. For k= —p, we have

C2r " = - pCir-i (mod /> ),

Cür+i = — (2r + l)p dr-x (mod p )

for rfcl; (1.8) is due to Nielsen [5, p. 292]. We remark that (1.3),
(1.6), (1.7), (1.8) are proved in a uniform manner in [3].

In view of the above it is natural to seek congruences corresponding

to (1.5) for the numbers Bj~'\ Cj°, Cp-"\ Since

(m+ k)\r-o \ r /

it seems convenient, in analogy with (1.2), to define

(1.9) Am = ~ £ (-!)"-'(P VOT+P-
pi r-o \r/

Then we shall show that

(1.10) Ap m p*!^ + - ptß^z (mod p*),
lo

while

(1.11) Ap-i^-^-~+(p-l)\(modpi).
p-1

In particular (1.10) and (1.11) imply

2p3Bp-1
(1.12) Ap = p2(p-1)1+ -!—'=-(mod p>).

p- 1

In the next place for C^) we pr0ye
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(1.13) CPP) m - p\p - l)Cp-2 (mod p\

For Cp~v) we prove

(1.14) CPP) m p*Cp~-Pi + t/c,_4 (mod p') ;

also

(1.15) CpZPi  + pC^2 m Cp-i = p*Y,(P~     ) C,CP_3_. (mod p")■

We suppose throughout that p is a prime >3.

2. Proof of (1.10) and (1.11). To prove (1.10) we make use of the

following formula [5, p. 293]:

(2.1) Är = 2Z(-^y(p+/\pr-'Ä.,
,=o \p + s/

which can be proved without much trouble using (1.9). Now for

r = p, (2.1) becomes

(2.2)

2AP= JK-V^Ç^P'Ap-

= 2p2Ap-i (2*) P**,-* + ÇP) P^p-s (mod *•).

But by (1.6) we have

lp-i = \p2Bp-Z (mod p3),       Jp_3 = - hpB^z (mod p2),

so that (2.2) yields

21 p = 2p2lp-i + ipbBp-z - %pbBp-z

= 2piIp-i + ip6Bp-S (mod p«),

which is equivalent to (1.10).

To prove (1.11) we use the formula [6, p. 146]

(2.3) i.m--Z(-l){V^

In (2.3) take m = p — 1, k = p and —p, and use (1.3) and (1.6); we get

after a little manipulation

(—j>) <p>       2pBp-i
Bl-Pi   - Bp-i = -*-£=- (mod p>),

p - 1
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which is equivalent to (1.11).

3. Proof of (1.13). We shall require the formula [6, p. 146]

m—#?(3.1) Cl+! = - * ¿ (-1)'( ™\C.C

which is evidently analogous to (2.3). For k = m+l =p, (3.1) implies

(since C2r = 0 for r>0)

- C? = - CPP\ + 2Z(P " \.C™i-. + (p- l)Cp-iCiP)
p «=i\   î   /

(3.2) ^ -Cf-i- p(p-l)Cp-2

- PKP - 1)£ (P       ) C.C^z-, (mod p3)

by the second of (1.7). In the next place if we take m+l=p — 1 in

(3.1), we get

o»
oCp-i = — pCp-i + p ¿2 ( ) C,Cp_2_« + pCf-iC

(3.3) l        S

p-* /p — 2\
= P2T,{ )C,Cp-z-. (mod/.3),

by the first of (1.7). Comparison of (3.2) and (3.3) yields

— Cp   = — pCp-i — p(p — l)Cp_2
P

=■ - P(P- l)Cp_, (mod p*),

which is equivalent to (1.13).

4. Proof of (1.14) and (1.15). We remark first that for k>0 we
have

(4.1) 2*--crt,-z(*y>

by means of which it is easy to prove [5, p. 290]

(4.2) 2*-cr5=t (-D'i^y-'k-cr.

In (4.1) and (4.2) we take
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k = p = m;

then (4.2) becomes

2cr) = ¿(-ir(^)2VcP:r

= 2A£? - 2p\p - \y*S

+ ip\P -l)(p- 2X£?
(4.3) t (_p) b

= 2p CUÏ - 2i (# - l)(f - 2)CP_4

- *#'(# - 1)0 - 2)C,_4

2    (—p) 6 6
■ ïp Cp-i  + ip Cp-i (mod p ),

where we have used (1.8). This proves (1.14).

In the next place if we take k= —p, m+l=p — l in (3.1) we get

C-iE(-i)f_2)cÄ
.-o \   s   /

(4.4) = - pC^i + pclZV - pZ (* ~ 2)CCtt.

m - pC^2 + p*¿Z (P ~   )c.C,_,_. (mod p*).

Comparison of (4.4) with (3.3) gives

(4.5) C£?"CJÜ  - #C^, (mod A

which implies the first half of (1.15). The second half follows from

(4.4).

5. Some of the above formulas can be simplified slightly. For ex-

ample it is easy to show that

p-4 /p _ 2\ i   P-*

(5.1) 2~2 ( ) CtCp-z-, ■ ■— 53 C,Cp_3_, (mod p).
i  \    s    / 2   x

It is not evident whether the right member of (5.1) can be reduced

further. In this connection the formula

(5.2) Cm+l  =   ¿\j   I jCrCm-r

may be mentioned. It follows from (5.2) that
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p-2

CP « - Z CrCp-i-, (mod p).
X

In the second place we recall that [6, p. 28]

T>

(5.3) C„-i = 2»(1 - 2") — •

By means of (5.3), (1.13) for example becomes

CpP> = 2^2^-1)/^ (mod/),

while (1.14) becomes

(—v) 2    (—v) 1       5 ft
CPP) = ¿CUy--pBp-z (mod ¿),

and so on.
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